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EDITOR’S COMMENT

Andrew Kidd
EDITOR

Will they listen?
The British Furniture
Confederation’s strategic
plan is to be welcomed...
as long as it doesn’t fall
on deaf ears.
The publication of the BFC’s 2011 strategic
plan should be welcomed by everyone with
an interest in developing the country’s
furniture manufacturing industry (see p10).
‘Our mission is to sustain a strong and
influential dialogue with government and to
work to ensure its policies help support a
thriving UK furniture industry,’ says Martin
Jourdan, BFC chairman. ‘We want to raise the
industry’s profile in political circles and to
support and inform the members of the All
Party Parliamentary Furniture Group, by
making them aware of the industry’s main
concerns.’
The more cynical among you may suggest
that this will be little more than a talking
shop, but given the fragmented nature of the
furniture industry with more than 8,000
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manufacturers, it is important that the
industry speaks with one voice. But the
question remains – will the government
listen?
The past few weeks have seen the deaths
of two major characters in the interiors
market: celebrated designer Robin Day and
Bob Hudson, Ossfloor general manager. Both
will be missed. And there have also been
comings and goings at major retailers.
Carpetright has recruited Andrew Batchelor
from Tesco as group buying director and
Peter Mallinson has ceased to be Multiyork
chief executive after 15 years, with Indira
Thambiah, executive chairman in charge.
Congratulations to the Flooring One,
SMG, Metro and BRM flooring buying and
marketing groups for coming together to
confirm the 17-19 May Cranmore Park trade
show (17 May is exclusively for Flooring One
members).
Bringing together scores of suppliers
under one roof in early summer can only be
good for retailers trying to tempt shoppers
with the latest products. It is a pity that
members of Greendale and ACG won’t be
attending what now looks like an annual
fixture in the flooring calender.

T: 01273 930 029 E: akidd@interiorsmonthly.co.uk

Furniture advertising (South): Tim Boden
Mustique by Willis & Gambier is
elegantly crafted from solid
Mango wood with an intricate
hand-carved marble inlay that
beautifully finishes-off this stylish
collection. It gives a real ethnic
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NEWS

Sales edge up as
duo agree deal
The country’s largest flooring
distributor has seen UK sales edge
up. Sales at Headlam rose by 0.7% to
£358.1m in the 10 months to 31
October.
European sales dipped by 0.9% to
£85.1m, putting group sales 0.4%
ahead at £443.28m. The group says
UK sales rose by 0.9% on a like for
like basis.
‘Whilst markets in the UK continue
to be challenging, trading during
the year to date, with the exception
of January, has been ahead of where
we were last year. Excluding
January, like for like revenue
increased by 1.5% during the year to
date. For the four month period
ended 31 October, like for like
revenue increased by 1.7%,’ says
Headlam.
It says overall performance was
satisfactory for businesses on the
Continent but trading has weakened
slightly in the past four months due
to more difficult market conditions.

‘November trading is in line with
the year to date performance.
Assuming no significant deviation
from this trend for the remainder of
the year, the board is confident the
group will meet its internal
performance targets for 2010,’ says
Headlam.
Meanwhile, flooring product
distributors Floorwise and Provincial
Floorcoverings have agreed a
partnership that will see Provincial
sell Floorwise’s products in Northern
Ireland and the Republic of Ireland.
Provincial has depots in Belfast,
Dublin and Limerick.
‘Our strategic partnership will
provide retailers and contractors
with a wider choice of Floorwise
branded goods and with fast service,’
says Sean Haugh, Provincial md.
Provincial supplies specifiers,
contractors and retailers and says
working with Floorwise will allow it
to deliver an even more
comprehensive range of solutions.

Getting bigger: China International Furniture
Fair is heading for a record in March with the
addition of two halls, bringing the show to
540,000sqm – its largest yet. This is thanks to a
10% increase in the China International
Woodworking Machinery & Furniture Raw
Materials Fair to 110,000sqm, Homedecor &
Housewares China 2011 reaching 50,000sqm
and China International Outdoor & Leisure Fair
2011 increasing by 5,000sqm. The 18-21 March
event is expected to boast some 3,000
exhibitors and 150,000 visitors.

VAT fears eased

Brand new: De Sede Group has added to its brands with the purchase of Swiss cabinet
and upholstery company Wellis, know for its Team by Wellis brand. The group already
owns the de Sede, Machalke, FSM and M Living upholstery brands.

John Lewis is a beautiful retailer again
John Lewis has won the House
Beautiful Home Retailer of the Year
award for the second year while
Marks & Spencer was awarded
Online Retailer of the Year.

8

Brintons’ Laura Ashley Collection
was named Best Carpet and Ulster
Carpets’ Natural Choice Best Wool
Product. Willis & Gambier’s Forecast
won the Best Furniture Range.
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Fears that next month’s VAT increase could lead to a
drop in cross-border sales for interiors retailers in
Northern Ireland may have been eased.
With UK VAT rising to 20% from 4 January, there
had been concerns that shoppers from the Republic
of Ireland would no longer make the trip just to save
the 1% difference in the VAT rates.
However, the Republic’s government is to raise
VAT to 22% in 2013 and then to 23% in 2014,
meaning it will have the highest VAT rates in Europe
apart from Denmark, Sweden, Hungary (all 25%),
Iceland (24.5%) and Romania (24%).
Despite pressure from other Eurozone members
to raise its corporation tax of 12.5%, the government
says it will not change.
‘The Irish Government’s position on corporation
tax is unambiguous,’ it says. ‘A low rate of
corporation tax on export-orientated activity has
been a cornerstone of our industrial policy since the
1950s and the 12.5% rate is now part of our
international brand.’
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‘Help us help
you’ challenge
from BFC to
government
The UK furniture industry has challenged the government
to support it as part of its key policies as the British
Furniture Confederation published its 2011 Strategic Plan.
‘We want to show this government how our aims can
actually help them deliver their key goals. We know they
want to reduce the deficit, increase private sector
employment, improve the UK skill base and increase
exports and our first position papers show them how if
they help us, we can help them,’ says Martin Jourdan,
chairman of the BFC, a consortium of UK furniture trade
and research associations and trade unions.
The plan focuses on seven areas:
Supporting a vibrant UK furniture manufacturing base;
environmental and sustainability excellence;
Encouraging good design and protecting design
copyright;
Maintaining quality and safety standards;
Increasing and improving the skills base;
Maximising the market in the UK;
Encouraging exports.
The BFC also called for banks to end demanding personal
guarantees even when the loans are taken out under the
Enterprise Finance Guarantee Scheme.
As regional development agencies are disbanded, BFC
wants to ensure the sector gets its share of any available
public funding.
‘We previously lost out on European structural funds
which should have come our way because virtually none of
the RDAs recognised the industry as a priority sector,’ says
Jourdan. ‘But we directly employ over 119,000 people in
over 8,000 companies and contribute £8.3bn to the
economy. We don’t want to lose out again.’

••
•
••
••

Luxurious win: Fabric, wallcoverings and rug designer Timorous Beasties
has scooped the Best Luxury Design Talent prize at the Walpole awards.
The award recognises designers that have maintained the highest
standard of British design talent through innovation, design and product
quality during the year, and is given by Walpole, a not-for-profit
organisation that represents the British luxury industry.

Morris completes
‘all in one’ move
Morris Furniture Group has
completed its move to new
premises, bringing assembly,
distribution, showroom and
offices under one roof.
It follows a Compulsory
Purchase Order by the
Scottish Executive in 2006 to
build an extension to the M8
adjacent to the company’s
factory.
‘We have been working
with our hands tied for the
past three years,’ says George
McGraw, joint md.
Construction of the new
motorway has meant

operating the assembly and
distribution functions from a
reduced space of 210,000sqft.
But the new facility provides
almost three times the space.
‘We have now invested
£10m in stock to support our
brands and are committed to
offering faster delivery and
service to our stockists,’ says
McGraw. ‘This is in addition to
the £9m spent on the head
office complex and 15acre
site. A £19m investment is
something to be proud of,
especially in these uncertain
times.’
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BHS joins BFM campaign
British Home Stores has become the first
multiple retailer to join the BFM’s Great
British Furniture campaign
The campaign will be promoted in the
chain’s 17 Home stores, with a further two
due to open in the next few weeks. Each
store will have a window display and two
roomsets dedicated to products from
manufacturers involved in the campaign.
‘We are delighted to promote the
campaign throughout our stores and
believe that advertising the fact that we
stock a good percentage of British
manufactured furniture will give us a
unique selling point over our competitors,’
says Lisa Broad, BHS furniture buyer.
In recent months the chain has widened
its upholstery offer to include soft cover
sofas, which has seen increased sales. The
British offering now extends to Alstons,
Ashley Manor, Ashwood, Buoyant,
Corndell and Westbridge – all supporters
of the campaign.
‘The exposure generated by partnering
with BHS will be a great fillip for the
campaign. Every year we have developed
significantly and we now have more

manufacturers, more retailers and more
consumers interested and involved in
promoting and supporting Great British
Furniture,’ says Adam Mason, BFM
commercial director.
Consumer advertising for the campaign
will be increased by 50% next year. With
more manufacturers involved, the
advertising pot increases accordingly, and
2011 will see more national advertising
than ever before, he says.
‘Our analysis of previous years confirms
that the advertising does work in driving
consumers to the website and the more
we spend, the more consumers visit,’ says
Mason.
‘It is therefore now essential that we
introduce a retailers’ directory on to the
website so that a consumer, having seen
the advert and visited the website, can
now not only view the manufacturers
involved and their products, but can also
then find a retailer from whom to make a
purchase. If a retailer stocks product from
a minimum of six of the manufacturers
involved in the campaign, then they are
eligible to be in the retailers’ directory.’

BHS is the first Great British Furniture
multiple store

Bob Hudson

Pergo moves into vinyl: three decades after inventing laminate flooring, Pergo has
moved into the upmarket vinyl flooring market with the launch of 26 designs available
in planks and tiles. According to Ralf Eisermann, Pergo ceo, the move marks Pergo’s
evolution from a laminate company into a flooring company. Retail prices start from
£39.99 per sqm. Premium comes with a 10-year guarantee covering wear, stains and
fading, while Optimum has a 15-year guarantee.
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Bob Hudson, Ossfloor general manager died on 20
October after an accident at home. He was 53.
Well known throughout the carpet trade, Bob or
‘Rocky’ as he was known by many, was a real
character who joined Graham Waldron and the MCD
group some 34 years ago.
He began his career at Cheshire’s of Nottingham
aged 19 working in the sales office, where he quickly
made his mark, then moving into management with
MCD South. Some years later he moved to Wilkies in
Leeds where he became well known for his many
promotional activities.
After Wilkies, Bob occupied several senior roles
within MCD, then joined Headlam in 1993 for a short
period after which his career took many twists and
turns.
He rejoined Headlam in 2002 to manage KJC and
in the past few years he has been responsible for the
Ossfloor business within Headlam.
Bob will be sadly missed by his two sons Anthony
and Daniel, the rest of his family, friends and
colleagues, and will always be remembered for his
wit, character and his ever smiling face.
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OPINION

Michael Northcroft
Furniture by Michael Northcroft,
md and designer

See the light – good
design is not easy
Charles Spencer King died earlier this year. Spen, as his close
colleagues and friends called him, was the designer of the
original Range Rover – surely one of the design icons of the
20th century.
Spen was dispirited by what the Range Rover later became
but the original Mark1 design was clean in its function and
shape. Clean lines, unmistakable, iconic – no regurgitation of
previous ideas. The functionality is the quality that I admire with
unnecessary embellishment minimalised – only achievable with
the designer and a small team around that person.
Give unlimited funding and a team with self-important job
titles and you get the Mark3 Range Rover or the Austin Maestro
(a less successful Spen led
creation).
I comment on this because
car design describes an era.
Look at old photos and often
the buildings have changed
little. It’s the clothes and
vehicles that have.
Working near the 2012
Olympic site, the
surrounding mid-Victoriana
streets of Leyton are unnoteworthy with the usual
outbreak of pebbledash and crazy paving adding incongruity
and diversity. For decades the street lamps have calmed that
diversity, unpretentious in their simple, understated way,
forming harmony in the streets.
My interest in how the Olympic site will affect the area was
jolted when I saw new street lights being dug into the
pavements. The simple shape and form of the old being
replaced by the curves of the ultra-modern. No sympathy with
the shapes of the houses, the shape and feel of the streets: a bit
like catching your father wearing Speedos.
These great arching parabolas are alien to cultural references.
An international goulash of antiseptic mediocrity. It may well be
that our Olympic site can succeed in design terms as it is
isolated in its own environment.
But those street lamps? Do the architects who do this not
walk in our streets? Do they have no sensibilities concerning
what they do?
I ask them to consider the simplicity of the Pyrex pudding
basin and the principals and functionality that guided Spen. A
humility and sympathy that they are destroying with artless, ill
considered brashness. Good design is not easy. Simple forms
need care in their creation and where they are appropriate.

Olympic street
lamps are an
international
goulash of
antiseptic
mediocrity
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Choose the best sales
promotion partner for
your business...
“I felt in safe hands with Greenwood... … it’s all
gone very smoothly from the first introduction
through to the sale launch which is booming… a
remarkable success. They [Greenwood] are very,
very professional!”
Philip Lewis, Chairman. COLLECTABLES AND
MANDALE FURNITURE
“Your representative was excellent at driving the
sale and enthusing the staff... our customers loved
the Sale. Sales achieved an astonishing 72% of
annual in 16 days…
I will definitely recommend Greenwood to my
fellow AIS members.
Peter Uglow, MD. UGLOWS OF CHINGFORD
“Our second Greenwood Sale has surpassed
expectations again with the results virtually the
same as last year despite current conditions – a very
credible performance. I would (and have)
recommended Greenwood to any quality
independent retailer.”
Tim Rathbone, MD. STURTONS AND TAPPERS

Choose Greenwood to help you
plan your next big sale.
We can usually estimate sales projections etc over
the phone. Call today for a free no-obligation
discussion about the options and possibilities we
can offer you.

01625 521010
Or, visit our website and watch the Greenwood
Video to find out how we can help you generate
record breaking sales & profit for your business.

www.greenwoodretail.com

GREENWOOD RETAIL LTD
Britain’s Leading Experts in Retail Sales Promotion
1 Wilmslow House, Grove Way, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AG
sales@greenwoodretail.com
www.greenwoodretail.com
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NEW PRODUCTS

1

2

3
6

4

5

1 The Madame collection by Prestigious
Textiles is a set of two pairs, comprising a
fine floral trail and a scattering of leafy stems
embroidered on a diaphanous 100% linen
and on a soft linen blend. Suitable for
draperies, cushions and accessories, the
embroidered designs are complemented by
matching upholstery-quality plains.
Tel: 01274 688 448
2 Whitestone Weavers is going in the right
direction with the introduction of its
contemporary Deco Stripe collection. A
three-ply loop pile carpet, sold under the
Hugh Mackay brand, it is made up of seven
stripes, nine plains and four two-tone
designs in a palette of modern colours and
neutrals.
Tel: 01429 892 555
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3 T&D Sofas delivers value for money
quality sofas. It has supplied products to
multiples, developers and wholesalers for
seven years and is now looking for a
distributor in England and Scotland. T&D
Sofas specialises in sofas and sofabeds and
has recently extended into hotel furniture.
Visit: www.tanddsofas.com
4 The Malmo chair from Julian Bowen is a
fully manual adjustable recliner, giving a
wide range of seating positions, together
with soft supportive padding/twin needle
stitching. The chair and stool are available in
dark brown soft touch faux leather with a
walnut finish laminated base.
Tel: 01623 727 374
5 Essentia UK has combined its natural

memory foam technology with a powerful
quad motor mechanism to create the Flex
Drive mattress. It has a full range of motion
with leg, knee, back and head tilt which,
coupled with Essentia’s pressure relieving
natural memory foam, presents levels of
comfort and support never seen before in an
adjustable mattress.
Tel: 01564 711 160 or visit
www.myessentia.co.uk
6 Romantic, handsome and intriguing are
the emotions engendered by the Night Black
Slate laminate from Faus. It is one of a
number of new laminate floor designs that
replicate the richness of natural stone and
the elegance of ceramic and marble tiling
both visually and from a tactile dimension.
Tel: 0151 651 2400
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FURNITURE DESIGN

Wait for
the chain
reaction
Leading designers
discuss the impact of
environmentalism on
furniture design
Patricia Urquiola’s Bend sofa and Fat
Fat table (below) for B&B Italia

While demand for environmentally friendly products continues
to rise, the impact will be held back until its importance
becomes accepted across the entire supply chain, from
designers and manufacturers to retailers and consumers.
Designers Patricia Urquiola and Harald Grundl discussed the
impact of green issues during the creation
of the imm Cologne 2011 Trends
Book.
Urquiola says innovation was always
primarily connected with the idea of
industrial progress, ie with a more
traditional idea.
‘More and more, however, the term
innovation is coming to be associated with
values like sustainability and with what
people really see as innovative – for
instance if something is surprisingly
intelligent or opens up new usage
possibilities. People are paying
more attention to how something 

20
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FURNITURE DESIGN
is done and why it is done. More importance is being attached
to the concept,’ she says.
‘The value of innovation is going to be related more to
sustainability, and by that I mean all different kinds of
sustainability. You can be sustainable in the sense that you work
with the emotional characteristics of a product and think about
how something can become a vintage piece, or maybe about
whether I as a consumer shouldn’t opt for a vintage piece when
I need something new.
‘It’s important to understand this kind of attitude too. On the
other hand, there are people who only want to buy products
that have been made with energy-saving production methods.’
Grundl says he has no problems with design and the furniture
sector moving at an ever faster pace, but only if the
environment is considered.
‘A fast pace isn’t a problem as long as it doesn’t generate
waste. It’s all right for us to consume if we don’t damage the
environment by doing so. Technical materials have to be
recycled into mono-materials and used as the starting point for
new things. Everything else has to turn to dust, regardless of
whether we’re moving ahead quickly or slowly. We have to stop
living at the expense of the next generation,’ he says.
Urquiola reckons companies will face more and more
questions from consumers. They will be more interested
in how something has been produced and what
happens to the product in the end. There might be
products that are manufactured in a sustainable way –
maybe from recycled materials – but just aren’t
interesting enough to make it. Whatever else a product
like that has to offer, people just won’t accept it, she
says.
‘The ideas of progress and innovation are still
too strongly associated with material
innovations and technologies. But after the
crisis and all the global, local problems we’re
facing, this idea of innovation is beginning to
seem almost banal. In our post-industrial society,
the idea of processing is coming to the fore: how
things are made and why I’m going to use them,’ says
Urquiola.
‘Only ever getting excited about new technologies
and all these super, fantastic new products is too
one-sided. The requirements are more complex. We
need to understand that today there are many
different ways people can think something is
innovative.


Patricia Urquiola’s Night & Day for Molteni & C
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Eoos’ Vladi table
for Walter Knoll

Patricia Urquiola’s
Comback chair
for Kartell
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FURNITURE DESIGN

Left: Patricia
Urquiola’s
Silver Lake
upholstery
for Moroso

‘Sometimes a new interpretation of something old or a
particularly simple and intelligent manufacturing method is far
more innovative than a new material or an innovative
technology. The idea of innovation is changing. For me, it’s
closely related to people’s needs and the way we use things,’
she says.
While Grundl is pleased to see more firms take on board the
environmental message, he warns that there is some way to go
before it is truly accepted, with greenwashing – where a design
is claimed to be environmentally friendly purely for short term
gain – becoming an ever more significant trend.
‘I think there’s a very positive development in the furnishing
industry right now: more and more firms are considering the
sustainability issue from all kinds of different angles and raising
public awareness as a result, but hopefully greenwashing will
be over soon, ‘ he says.
Harald Grundl co-founded Eoos in 1995, creating products for
Walter Knoll, Alessi, Matteograssi, Dedon and Red Bull among
others and flagship stores for several clients including Armani and
Adidas.
Patricia Urquiola is one of the most prolific contemporary
designers, creating scores of furniture and flooring designs for the
likes of Moroso, Gandia Blasco, Boffi, Cappellini, Cassina, Kartell,
B&B Italia, Bosa, De Vecchi, Fasem, Kartell, Liv’it, MDF Italia and
Molteni & C.

Eoos’ Joco
table for
Walter Knoll

Eoos’ Jarama
upholstery for
Matteograssi
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CARPET

The real deal
How Balta plans to integrate Domo without rivalry

Philippe Hamers wants
to develop the brands
and pick up as much
business as possible

On 2 November, Balta officially
completed its takeover of the majority of
Domo’s flooring division after clearance
from the German and Polish competition
authorities. The deal, agreed in August,
sees Balta take control of the broadloom
carpet and needle felt factory in
Oudenaarde, carpet tile production site
in Zele, the yarn and fibre plant in Ghent,
and the right to use the Domo brand for
three years. So what happens next?
For Philippe Hamers, Balta Broadloom
business unit manager, it means
increased sales opportunities and
absolutely no competition between the
brands.
‘We will continue working with the
three brands – Balta, Domo and ITC. 

‘We don’t want
the brands to
compete’
26
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‘Once the
integration is
complete we
will match
numbers to
business’
What might change is the product
offering where we try to define lead
products – what the different brands will
stand for. So a brand might not make a
specific type of product any more, but
they will all cover the whole market,’ he
says.
‘We want to develop the brands. We
still believe in growth, not necessarily
that the carpet market will grow, but
market share. We will use the brands to
go much wider into the market.
‘I’m not saying Domo will be
positioned as a low, medium or high end
player. Within the product groups they
have to be offering from A-Z, from
low to high end, we want them to
develop the full range of products. We’ll
keep it as broad as we can because we
want to pick up all the business we
possibly can.’
With three carpet brands comes the

risk of competing against each other,
especially as each will retain its own sales
force. But Hamers is adamant this will not
happen.
‘That would be the worst of all
scenarios. We don’t want the brands to
compete. We want to have as little
overlap as possible. No competition
whatsoever.
‘At the end of the day what we are
aiming at is to go in one direction – the
managing of the brands will be in the
hands of one person. There will be
different teams in the market but the
person in charge will have to lead the
branding and pricing strategy and I can
hardly believe he would compete with
himself,’ he explains.
There will be fixed price points and
everything will be clearly differentiated
in pricing and distribution levels.
‘There won’t be competition at all. No.
We won’t allow it and we won’t do it as
it’ll hit the margins too much – that’s not
what we want as customers may have
noticed over the past year. For stockists
the important thing was to keep the
brands separate,’ he says.
To reinforce this, each brand will retain
its own product development team, ‘to
get three different sets of handwriting.’
As well as the synergies between the
two groups, Hamers says Balta was
attracted by Domo’s presence in the
needle felt, carpet tiles and artificial grass

markets and extra yarn capacity and
does not anticipate major reductions in
the combined broadloom workforce of
1,500.
‘Once the integration is complete we
will match numbers to business. If it’s
more we’ll have to hire,’ he says.
Hamers predicts that there will be
more changes in the Belgian carpet
sector, although with the Domo
integration to implement it is unlikely to
involve Balta.
‘There are bound to be more deals –
people want to sell. We weren’t just
looking for more capacity. You have to
integrate properly otherwise you leave a
lot of value behind. It will take 18 months
to fully integrate the companies.’

Balta’s Focus

Balta’s Funky Stripes
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Balta’s Prestige twist
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CARPET
BALTA
Sales €530m
Production locations:
St Baafs Vijve (Tufted polyprop, wool and rugs)
Tielt (Tufted PA)
St-Eloois-Vijve (Rugs)
Avelgem (Rugs)
Usak, Turkey (Rugs)

DOMO
Sales €170m
Production locations:
Oudenaarde (Tufted and non-woven)
Zele (Carpet tiles)
Sint-Niklaas (Mats and warehousing)
Ghent (Yarns/staple fibres)

Domo’s Costello

Balta’s Vintage wilton

Domo’s Charisma

Balta’s Colorado

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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The Chair
Collection

Como

Furniture hand crafted

from the finest materials

A beautiful range of chairs available in a wide
range of colours and wood finishes.

Parsons

Shown in Napoli Brown Leather

Roma

Shown in Napoli Cappuccino Leather

Milano

Shown in Ranch Fabric

Roma

Shown in Napoli Burgundy Leather

Theseus

Shown in Napoli Red Leather

Cube

Shown in Napoli Brown Leather

Lydia

Shown in Napoli Cream Leather

Luca

Shown in Napoli Brown Leather

Tuscan

Shown in Napoli Black Leather

All chairs are leather and the legs are oak. There is a choice of 6 leather colours
and good stocks are held in our Dronfield warehouse for speedy delivery.
Shown in Napoli Brown Leather
All chairs are available with a dark leg to special order with no
minimum order requirement. Please contact us for more details.

DISCOUNTS ARE AVAILABLE
FOR BULK ORDERS
For more details please call us on 0114 229 0741
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Classic design
for modern living

Feel free to contact us directly or speak with your local agent for more information and a brochure pack.
If you would like to see the ranges in our Dronfield showroom, please contact us for an appointment.
We look forward to welcoming you.
Scotland: Ian Crowther - 07930 314 077
Midlands: Chris Smith - 07882 651 325

North East/North West: Chris Woodhead - 07710 920 409
Northern Ireland: Dougie Yeates - 07850 313 237

South West: Neil Bonnick - 07967 660 715
Woodside Furniture Ltd., Unit 4, Wreakes Lane, Dronfield, Derbyshire S18 1LN
T: 0114 229 0741 F: 0114 229 0740 W: www.woodsidefurniture.co.uk E: sales@woodsidefurniture.co.uk
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LIVING AND DINING

Going
public
After 30 years Michael Northcroft
launches his first branded range

Proving that manufacturing in the UK
is highly viable, Michael Northcroft
has recruited extra staff to keep up
with demand for the company’s first
branded collection.
For more than three decades, the
company’s eponymous founder has
created contemporary furniture for a
distinguished client list and the UK’s top
interior designers. Earlier this year he
decided to make his work accessible to a
wider pool of people, producing his first
collection for the high street – Crome.

The collection
marries glass and
five wood finishes,
with the reflective
properties of highgrade chromium.
‘All my career I have marvelled at the
captivating beauty of wood and strived
to understand the living sinews of this
noble living gift to us, placing it at the

heart of my work,’ says Northcroft.
‘Combining its grain detail with
the smooth, reflective qualities of
chromium, I have created a collection of
statement pieces for the home that are
quite clearly to be used, whilst
engendering a sense of well being within
the domestic environment.’
The firm operates from what 

The Crome range includes
writing and occasional
tables and a sideboard
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LIVING AND DINING

has grown to be the largest furniture
design and manufacturing workshop
in London, from where he is
responsible for making more furniture
than all the other ‘design names’ in the
UK. Clients include royal families across
the world and Britain’s new generation of
entertainers.
Some 200 pieces of furniture are
manufactured and delivered throughout
the UK every week. In fact,
manufacturing levels are being
compared to the boom times of previous
years.
‘We are certainly very busy and have
recently recruited several more
craftsmen to help meet growing
demand,’ says Northcroft.
‘This is not only good for Northcroft,
but a clear indication that as an industry
we are more than capable of
manufacturing competitively here in the
UK. There is a clear consumer trend for all
things British.’
Equally important for Northcroft is
minimising impact on the environment.
‘My furniture is made to last. In the
cycle of our lives we dispose of many
day-to-day items and there are all those
ship movements, truck movements, the
packaging, quite apart from the raw
material consumed. We focus on
minimising waste in our raw materials
and minimising the carbon footprint of
all that we do,’ he says.
Northcroft personally selects the oak
from timber grown in the temperate
areas of Europe.
‘We do not use any wood from tropical
or rainforest areas. Those environments
are too precious. The act of buying
temperate hardwoods from European
forests gives a commercial value to the
forests. It encourages replanting. Giving
the planet renewable regions of life
giving oxygen,’ he says.
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The oak used in
Crome furniture is
from sustainable
European sources
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WOOD AND LAMINATE

Check your profile
The importance of
flooring accessories
can be forgotten by
consumers
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Having spent a considerable time
selecting the right floor – type, finish,
quality, price – starting the process again
with accessories can be something
consumers want to delay.
This can mean a missed sales
opportunity and the consumer’s room
not looking as good as it could. Such is
often the case with profiles.
Hoco’s Cube uses a metal strip screwed

or glued to the wall enabling the profile
to be simply clicked on to it, providing a
flawless finish without visible screws or
caps. The company says the system also
offers improved noise insulation and
protection against humidity and dust.
Four profiles are offered in heights
from 40mm to 78mm with a choice of
three materials including spruce and
MDF.
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Far left: The profiles can
contrast or coordinate
Left: The profiles are part
of the look yet invisible
Below: The profiles have a
Bauhaus influence

updates
Eight veneer finishes are available,
including cherry, oak, walnut and
steamed beech, along with stainless
steel, untreated and RAL white. Further
expanding the choice is a lacquered
finish in any of the 1,625 RAL colour
system shades.
But it is the Bauhaus influence on the
profiles that fits so well with wood floors,
making them simultaneously part of the

room’s look but at the same time
invisible.
For coordinating or contrasting is
Hoco’s three-layer parquet, with a choice
of four looks. Naturel is a classic uniform
finish; Rustic has artificial knots; Unica
natural knots and effects; while Retro has
a rough sawn finish, creating a gentle
massage effect in areas suitable for
barefoot walking.

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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Windows of
opportunity
Worth more than £1.1bn, the window
coverings market is set for sales growth
Left: Consumers are opting
for bolder designs, such as
DigitexHome’s Constance
Right: Curtain suspension,
such as Swish’s Modal, that
combine the decorative
aspects of a curtain pole
with the flexibility of a
curtain track, account for
11% of the market

The UK window coverings market is
mature, reliant on replacement sales and
vulnerable to underlying economic
trends affecting the housing market and
consumer spending, according to AMA
Research’s Domestic Windowcoverings
Market UK 2010-2014 report.
The market value peaked in 2007 at
£1.34bn before declining by more than
15% during 2008-2009. Key factors
underpinning this decline have been the
drop in housing market activity since
mid-2008, together with fragile
consumer confidence and spending on
home improvements.
On a positive note, window coverings
also provide home owners with a quick,
easy and relatively inexpensive way to
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Above:
Prestigious
Textiles’
Alessandria
Right: Venetian
blinds, such as
Sunway’s, and
roller blinds,
such as House
Couturier’s
(opposite
page) account
for more than
half of all blind
sales

transform interiors without embarking
on major redecorating.
Curtains are the largest product sector,
accounting for an estimated 48% of the
market. Blinds take an estimated 30%
share of the market but have had a

difficult time, reflecting tough conditions
in the conservatory market and a slower
replacement cycle, says AMA.
However, blinds are still popular
offering relatively low cost, easy
installation and a broad range of styles
and materials. Venetian and roller blinds
are the leading sectors, with a combined
share of around 55% of the market.
But the whole sector is facing change.
Window coverings have become
increasingly price-sensitive in recent
years with a growing cost consciousness
among consumers. This is unlikely to
change significantly – at least in the
short to medium term – says the report.
Prospects for window coverings in
2011 is uncertain. The housing market
and consumer confidence remains
fragile, though a slow house-moving
market will encourage more home
owners to redecorate their homes.
While the overall market is likely to see
the first signs of recovery this year,
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ACCESSORIES
growth rates will be marginal. This trend
of moderate growth will continue until at
least 2014, when the market will be
worth around £1.25bn.
The market for curtains, which fell to
£542m in 2009, is forecast to recover
slightly in 2010, with low growth in
subsequent years. Domestic blinds are
also expected to see a return to growth
this year, with the market value rising
steadily towards £400m in 2014.
Distribution of window coverings is
fragmented with department stores,
furnishing specialists and mail order/
online each accounting for market shares
of 20%-25%.
As with other household products, the
Internet is experiencing strong growth
with a mix of specialist online retailers
and online sales for leading retailers,
such as Argos and B&Q.
AMA Research’s Domestic
Windowcoverings Market – UK 2010-2014
is available in hard copy or electronic
format for £650. Order at tel: 01242 235
724 or www.amaresearch.co.uk

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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TREND WATCH

Back to the

future
With the recession having bitten hard, trends for spring/
summer 2011 are inspired by nostalgia and craftsmanship
Trend Bible began working on spring/summer 2011 trends in
March 2009. From our initial research into consumer
behaviours and cultural influences we edited and distilled
this information and began to filter this into key colour,
design and material directions for the home.
We developed four key seasonal trends, three of which we
share with you here, each of them inspired by the ongoing
effects of the recession, where we re-evaluate what is

essential and redefine luxury for a new decade. We expect
nostalgia to continue to be a key trend driver in times of
political and economical uncertainty, while there is a new
appreciation for craftsmanship that features in all trends for
2011.
Joanna Feeley is founder and creative director of Trend Bible,
www.trendbible.co.uk. To contact Joanna Feeley directly, email
Joanna@trendbible.co.uk

EPICUREAN
This trend redefines luxury
as we value crafted and
intricate pieces for the
home. Multiplied patterns
reference Islamic art,
origami and digital laser
cutting. In this postconsumerist society, we
learn to value
craftsmanship, originality
and beauty. Three
dimensional textures in
textiles are key, along with
geometric print, intricate
metal and wire work and
suspended objects. Folds
and pleats in ceramic goods
and adaptable furniture is
key for both indoor and
outdoor living. Focus on
construction and
highlighting technical skill,
inspire the neutral palette,
lifted by soft mineral greens,
plum tints and sophisticated
minky browns.
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Clockwise from top left: Intricate shutter from
Dreamstime; print by Erica Wakerley; storage by Florian
Kallus; suspended light by Areaware; layered paper by
Fiona Lynn; ceramic by Carly Dodsley
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TREND WATCH
LIBERTINE
Libertine is inspired by an
increased desire to live both
indoors and out in the
summer, using
multifunctional furniture
and makeshift and
moveable spaces to live in,
whether camping,
picnicking or visiting the
summer festivals. Handcrafted and geometric
textiles are key along with
fairground prints and
zigzags. Overprinted
vintage tableware and tin
mugs can be used both
outdoors and in as can
colourful woven wicker
furniture. Festivals and
fairgrounds inspire this
lively palette where acid
brights modernise pastels
and lift flat, urban greys.
Clockwise from top left: painted chest from Trend Bible
archive; tin mug by La Fiancée Du Mekong; print from
Petit Pattern Book; fairground print cushion from Trend
Bible archive; home scene by Rice

VOYAGER
The golden age of travel
and adventure literature
underpin this trend as
unusual and exciting
experiences influence
interiors for
spring/summer 2011. Map
prints are big news for
textiles and vintage
steamer trunks inspire new
ways for home storage.
Vintage furniture is
reworked in modern
materials, and public
transport upholstery
influences quirky woven
jacquards. This palette
works well in the kitchen
and living room with
printed textiles, wallpaper,
stationery and tableware.
The use of vintage maps
and stamps evoke a
nostalgic palette of muted
pinks and greens, navy
blue and cream.

Clockwise from top left: Fan from Trend Bible archive;
Luggage print from My Textile Design; textiles by Kathryn
Earnest; vintage steamer trunks in the bedroom from
Country Living; cruise boat print by My Textile Design

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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ENVIRONMENT

Waste not want not
Fifty years ago, in Vance
standards through regulation,
Packard’s book The Waste
whether on safety or
environmental grounds.
Makers, industry stood
Whether producer
accused of planned
responsibility legislation has
obsolescence – deliberately
led manufacturers and
curtailing the lifespan of
retailers to reduce the
consumer goods. Today, with
environmental impact of
governments seeking to shift
vehicles and electrical and
waste policy from recycling to
electronic goods is unclear; in
waste prevention, pressure is
theory, it should cause them
rising for companies to
to optimise product lifespans.
produce longer-lasting goods.
Furniture and floorcoverings
In mass markets there are a
may be next.
multitude of pressures on
Meanwhile, the Eco-Design
manufacturers and retailers to
Directive enables the
achieve a fast turnover.
Furniture and floorcoverings may be next to face producer responsibility laws
European Commission to
Consumers demand the latest
enact measures to promote the ‘extension of lifetime’, although
styles, the most advanced technology, and convenience rather
the circumstances under which it might use this power are
than longevity. Despite rising affluence – until recently at least –
unclear.
price is the primary consideration in most purchasing decisions.
Britain’s most recent sustainable development strategy
Retailers consequently strive to meet price points, putting
concluded that environmental policy should be an important
pressure on manufacturers to cut quality to reduce costs.
driver of innovation and business competitiveness, and that
In most markets there is a diverse range available, from items
innovation aimed at reducing environmental impacts ought to
that are relatively cheap to premium models designed for
include ‘product design to minimise waste’.
relatively long lifespans. An end to the throwaway society
A few years ago, a remarkable statement by the World
demands a growth in sales of the latter. But how might such a
Business Council for Sustainable Development appeared in a
shift in the market be achieved? It is unrealistic to expect
report on sustainable production and consumption: ‘Rather
companies to start producing longer-lasting products until
than planned obsolescence (a marketing approach which many
there is evidence of rising consumer demand or some form of
feel has for too long held sway) the goal should be to achieve
regulatory imperative. Either way, governments have an
longer product lifespans by adopting strategies such as the
important role to play.
design of upgradable and repairable products and the
Governments exert considerable power over market
production of more durable goods.’
conditions and on the choices made by consumers. For
Such a strategy is only likely to be adopted by industry if
example, the cost of repair in relation to replacement will be
governments use their fiscal and regulatory powers to create
affected by labour and materials costs. A tax on disposable
appropriate conditions in the market.
products is another option and variable charging for waste
would encourage a change in attitudes and behaviour.
Tim Cooper is professor of sustainable design and consumption at
Governments can influence market conditions through
Nottingham Trent University and author of Longer Lasting
planning regulations, competition law and labelling
Products: Alternatives to the Throwaway Society, published by
requirements. Ultimately, they can demand minimum product
Gower
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Government action is needed if our throwaway culture is to be tackled
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Increased sales and excellent craftsmanship
on our bedroom and dining ranges have ensured that Furniture Origins continues to be a
leading company to deal with in the furniture
industry.
All ranges are designed exclusively and
manufactured by us, and are available wholesale or on a direct container programme. Our
‘one stop shop’ philosophy offers a novel
approach to our business.
Along with cabinet sales, our E1 Glassware

division, so successfully launched at the
interiors 2010 show, has expanded with
ranges launched in line with current trends.
The positive customer feedback received so
far has outweighed all expectations.
We have 20 complete bedroom and dining
ranges within our portfolio with six more
ranges being launched at interiors 2011 in
January on stand D20/21, Hall 2.
Seven new leather designs, with the exclusive brand name Sofa Origins, will be available

for preview at the NEC show. Each range is
crafted with comfort, durability and affordability in mind. Further collections can be
viewed at our South Wales showroom.
Previewed are two of our most popular and
firm retailers’ favourites, ANT Antibes and
FRCO Loire. Sales on these products are dramatically increasing, proving that once again
Furniture Origins has designed and manufactured furniture that is in line with current fashion and trends, and sells extremely well.

Advertising feature: Furniture Origins

Retailers’ favourites

FRCO Loire dining and bedroom range

ANT Antibes dining and bedroom range

CONTACT DETAILS:
Office and showroom address:
6b Parc Nantgarw, Heol Y Gamlas, Treforest Ind Estate,
Treforest, Cardiff CF15 7QT;
T: 0845 223 4900
Barry Webb, sales director:
E: barry.webb@furnitureorigins.co.uk; M: 07702 603971

Andrew Cavaciuti, Furniture Origins sales agent for South
West and Wales:
E: Andrew.cavaciuti@furnitureorigins.co.uk; M: 07500 830888
Mike Brown, Furniture Origins sales agent for Scotland/
Cumbria/North East & Yorkshire, England & Scotland:
E: Maik.brown@furnitureorigins.co.uk; M: 07831 572601
McNally & Finlay: Contact Dermot McNally – Ireland:
E: Dermot@rossmorefurniture.ie; T: 00353 47 81366/81360
Teresa Reaney, head of sales & marketing:
E: Teresa.reaney@furnitureorigins.co.uk; or
E: enquiries@furnitureorigins.co.uk; M: 07971 349834
Alan Endersbee, area sales manager Midlands/North
West/East Anglia/Kent/Essex & Greater London:
E: alan.endersbee@furnitureorigins.co.uk; M: 07809 196019

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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23-26 January 2011, www.interiorsbirmingham.com

interiors 2011

PREVIEW

Above: Wiemann’s Como
Left: Kyoto Futons will add to its
collections of futons, sofabeds and
upholstered beds, such as Malvern

Look
inside

Everything interiors will be at the NEC in January
including new products, seminars and competitions
44
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The UK’s leading interiors show has
widened its product offer to include a
larger flooring section alongside
furniture, furnishings, lighting and
accessories.
Flooring will be in Hall 2 alongside
modern furniture. Hall 1 hosts high-end
traditional furniture; lighting, furniture
accessories and furnishings will be found
in Hall 3; occasional and dining in Hall 4
and upholstery, cabinet, beds and
bedroom in Hall 5.
So what can visitors expect from more
than 600 exhibitors?
Cavendish Upholstery will launch
modern, contemporary and classic looks
along with corner units and additions to
its studio ranges. It will also show the
new wipe-clean fabric, Aqua Clean.
Mixed material collections featuring
woven, aluminium, stainless steel and
Textilene spearhead Barlow Tyrie’s
designs for 2011, which also include
armchairs and dining tables in solid teak.
Aura features an aluminium frame
stacking armchair with Textilene sling
and teak armrests, along with a choice of
square or rectangular dining tables. Its
three tables have an aluminium frame
and slatted teak top. Equinox is 
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PREVIEW

Brockway Carpets’ Savile

being expanded with the 180cm circular
table including a Lazy Susan.
It will also introduce the all teak Linear
contemporary chair with a straight,
almost square profile, which is far lighter
than more traditional teak designs.
Brockway Carpets is highlighting its
Designer Collection – Carnaby, Cadogan,
Portobello, Savile Row, Aurora, Vogue,
Regatta, Gelato and Concerto – inspired
by nature, culture, fashion and
architecture. Also on display will be its
established ranges, now rebranded as
Classic Collection, including Shetland
and Lakeland Herdwick.
From Limelight will be nine bedsteads
including metal, faux leather and wood.
Dorado – available in black and white – is
a sleek, stylish design in-keeping 
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Moduleo Design
Floors’ Spirit Amazon
Inset Barlow Tyrie’s
Equinox table with
Mercury chair
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Astoria

Lebus Upholstery
The Art of British Upholstery Design

Tel: 01724 407 751

www.lebusupholstery.co.uk
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PREVIEW

with its robust frame, and
for a touch of luxury, a
padded headboard.
The new collection
features an updated
version of the Aries bed
that now includes a
footend. The oak Dione
bedstead has also received
a facelift with the addition
of drawers.
Wiemann will introduce
six bedroom ranges, including the midmarket Round, combining walnut, black
glass, chrome trims and curvy end doors;
and the sophisticated Alassio in white
and high gloss grey.
Four promotional sets comprise Como
in walnut and black glass; Dakar, in
Virginia oak; and the wenge finish
Sambia – all retailing at £1,000 for a fourdoor wardrobe, two bedside chests, a
chest of drawers and a bedstead. For
consumers with more traditional tastes,
Kopenhagen offers a wardrobe and chest
in golden maple with rounded profiles.
IVC Group will use the event to launch
the Moduleo Design Floors brand of
luxury vinyl tiles, joining its Avenue and
Leoline vinyl brands. Global and Spirit
collections include wood and stone
designs.
‘The Moduleo Design Floors brand
provides retailers with a strong in-store
presence to really help drive the
advantages and appeal of LVT to 
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Above: Crucial
Trading’s Sisal Grand
Oriental
Left: Limelight’s
Dorado

Britain’s got talent
Interiors will again be searching for the country’s best young design talent in the
New Design Britain and Barjis Rug Design competitions.
New Design Britain has five categories:
Furniture – cabinet, bedroom, kitchens, internal and external furniture;
Fabrics – textiles for curtains and upholstery;
Accessories – lighting, tableware, decorative and soft furnishings;
Surface Coverings – surfaces for walls, ceilings and floors;
Flooring – rugs or wall hangings.
Judged by a panel including representatives from Marks & Spencer, House of
Fraser, Design Factory, Heal’s and Acid, the winner in each category will win a
placement at a leading industry supplier.
The Barjis Rug Design Competition will see a week long trip to Bejing and an
open paid internship with Barjis awarded to the creator of the winning 100%
wool, hand-tufted rug design.

••
••
•
•
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PREVIEW
consumers,’ says Francis Debrabandere,
IVC Group commercial director.
For Kettle Interiors, the show marks the
culmination of its efforts to provide
retailers with a complete solution for
furniture with the debut of several
collections.
‘We are determined to become the
nation’s best furniture supplier, bringing
retailers fast-selling quality furniture in a
way that suits them, with reliable
delivery, excellent aftersales service and
at a price that delivers quite
extraordinary value,’ says Simon Ainge,
Kettle sales manager.
‘Over the course of the past year we
have looked at every facet of our
operation to make sure that it meets the
requirements of today’s furniture retail
sector. From the expansion of our UK
stock-holding to
ensure we can
provide flexible
and reliable
delivery, to the
refinement
and
development
of our ranges,
we have
improved
every part
of our
business.’ 

Above:
Lifestyle
Flooring’s
Promenade
City Slate vinyl
Left:
Cavendish
Upholstery’s
Pandora

Talking heads
A series of seminars will run throughout the show. Speakers
will include:
PETER CROSS: Recognised as one of the UK's leading brand
strategists, Cross has been involved in marketing
communications for some 20 years, working across leading
brands including Burberry, L’Oreal, Richemont Group and
Alfred Dunhill before joining forces with Mary Portas at
Yellowdoor in 2004 as managing partner. Yellowdoor is one of
London’s best established retail and shopper marketing
agencies with clients ranging from Louis Vuitton to Westfield.
OLIVER HEATH: A designer with a passion for eco issues,
Heath is keen to promote a design led sustainable culture –
Urban Eco Chic. His most recent TV series, Dream Homes,
picked up on his architectural education as he followed
couples all over the UK designing and building their dream
homes; observing the process and looking at the precedents
and inspiration behind their creations. The second series is
currently being shown on ITV1.
SALLY STOREY: While training as an architect Storey
developed her passion for lighting and is now considered one
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of the country’s leading lighting experts. She is international
design director at Lighting Design International, an
independent lighting design consultancy, and spends much
of her time travelling all over the world to design lighting
schemes for individual and corporate clients. Recent projects
include The Savoy, Lime Wood, Grand-Hotel du Cap-Ferrat,
Temple Church, Manchester 235 and the Spa at Gleneagles.
VANESSA BRADY: Brady has been a professional interior
designer for more than 25 years and is co-founder and
president of the Society of British Interior Design, the largest
organisation in the UK representing interior designers and
architects.
TIM MUTTON: Director and co-founder one of the UK’s most
creative design agencies, Blacksheep, Mutton is a rising star of
the leisure design world. He was voted into the top 10 of the
UK’s ‘Most Influential People in the Leisure Industry’ by Theme
magazine in 2009. Blacksheep’s portfolio includes awardwinning private members’ clubs such as the Cuckoo Club and
Whisky Mist, while hotel and restaurant clients include Hilton,
Accor, Park Hotels, Jamie Oliver and Gordon Ramsay.
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Palatine Beds – A Unique Business
Palatine Beds is owned by Newcastle City Council and run by Your Homes Newcastle. We manufacture and sell mattresses,
divans, electric beds and headboards both to contract commercial customers and to the general public. We also offer a full
re-upholstery service for both suites and caravans.

What makes Palatine unique?
The factory was originally opened in 1907 as the Council Workshop for the Blind.
We now employ nearly 50 staff, 70% of which have some form of a disability.

Retail Range
Palatine manufactures a range of retail beds with a
variety of specifications. From open coil sprung
mattresses to high end luxury mattresses featuring
pocket springs, memory foam and wool fillings.

Contract Range
The contract range features a series of mattresses
for use in a commercial environment. From budget
contract, to water resistant, to top of the range
pocket sprung hotel mattresses. We supply a large
number of both public and private sector organisations throughout the UK.

Our factory shop has examples of retail and contract
beds on display and is open from 8.30am to 4pm Monday
to Friday, 10am to 4pm on Saturday.

Palatine Beds, Stamfordham Road,
Westerhope, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE5 5HH
Tel: 0191 2772544 (switchboard), 0191 2772559 (sales) Fax: 0191 2772550
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PREVIEW
Crucial Trading will show its collection
of natural flooring while Lifestyle
Flooring will highlight its extensive
product range.
Capitalising on the popularity of white
furniture, Hyder Living is unveiling
several white additions to its portfolio in
single and double beds, as well as the
Cosmic bunk in a girly-themed white
with pink glass.
Hamptons is using the event as a fresh
start for its Pinetum brand and a chance
to show the new directions planned. It
will debut its children’s bedroom range
and display some of its best-known
ranges – Quercus, Pantone and Florence
– as never seen before along with the
return of two old favourites from its pine
ranges.


Kettle Interiors’ Banbury

For something completely different
Designersblock returns to the show in
2011. Founded in 1998 by Piers
Roberts, Rory Dodd and chairman
David Worthington, the collective has
produced and curated some 50 major
exhibitions of design, architecture and
illustration involving more than 2,000
creative companies from 33 countries.
Companies under the
Designersblock umbrella include
Lazerian, a creative practice started in
2006 by Liam Hopkins, a Manchester
born designer of contemporary
furniture and objects for the home.

Tortie Hoare
won the New
Designers BDC
New Designer
of The Year
award in 2010
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Designer lighting by Lazerian is
unique, constructed from modular
components and finished by hand in
Lazerian’s Manchester studio. Each of
its unique lightshades can become a
striking centrepiece of any room.
Hendzel and Hunt is a newly
established design studio, specialising
in the manufacture and design of
bespoke cabinets and furniture.
Designed and built with
sustainability in mind, the Made in
Peckham range is constructed from
reclaimed and waste materials sourced

from the streets. These rough
materials are up-cycled, transforming
them into desirable furniture.
Tortie Hoare designs and makes
furniture that is ergonomic, durable
and aesthetically pleasing. Her
collection comes from creating
structural 3D shapes that are an
environment conscious alternative to
plastics or resin.
Through her research she came
across the French medieval process of
boiling leather. Earlier this year she
won the New Designers BDC New
Designer of The Year award.
Show and Tell Design is an
independent manufacturer/design
company of furniture, lighting and
interior products for both the
domestic and contract markets. At its
London studio and workshop
concepts are developed, reworked
and simplified, into their basic
essential form, for lasting quality.
Hulger will show Plumen – the
antithesis of low energy light bulbs.
Rather than hide the unappealing
traditional compact fluorescent light,
Plumen 001 is a bulb you’ll want on
show. It is the first designer energy
saving light bulb and uses 80% less
energy and lasts eight times longer
than incandescent bulbs. It works just
like any low energy bulb but with a
lot more presence.
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Download our brochure at www.magicalwholesale.com
MAGICAL WHOLESALE UPTON, WIRRAL
T: +44 (0)20 8285 6910 F: +44 (0)20 8462 8171 E: info@magicalwholesale.com
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PREVIEW
Kingstown Furniture will unveil five
ranges at Interiors and display the
Bordeaux bedroom range previewed in
October.
Three of the ranges will be for the
bedroom, including one with a painted
finish. The remaining two see the
company return to the living room
sector.
Geoff Brailsford, Kingstown group sales
director says he has high expectations for
the ranges, particularly the Bordeaux,
which has received a high number of
orders.
‘With its smoky oak finish, which is
both contemporary and adaptable, we
feel confident that the Bordeaux range
will appeal to a wide section of the
market and could potentially be our
most successful range to date,’ he says.
‘Fashion trends are constantly
changing, and not only in clothing.

Kingstown has expanded
its delivery fleet

Whether it be high gloss fronts or soft
delicate fabrics, grey is certainly in this
season. Having researched the market,
we decided to combine this season’s
popular tones of grey with chunky
transitional oak designs for Bordeaux.’
During the past year the design team
has developed a selection of ranges that
are up to date with industry trends and
meet the requirements of consumers and
retailers.
‘It’s our aim to design and produce
furniture that is value for money and will
suit a variety of tastes. We believe all of
our new ranges fit the bill and we’re
looking forward to a successful show,’
says Brailsford.
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Kingstown will add to its ranges,
such as the bestselling Signature

Along with the new ranges, Kingstown
has introduced two smaller vehicles to its
expanding delivery fleet. The vehicles
will be particularly useful for delivering
to customers where access is restricted.
The custom built bodies can
accommodate tall wardrobes without
placing them on their sides, removing
the risk of damage during delivery.
‘Kingstown customers will be familiar
with the large draw-bar vehicles which
comprise the majority of our delivery
fleet,’ says Brailsford. ‘While this is
certainly the most efficient and costeffective way of delivering our products,
there are times when a different type of
vehicle is necessary. These new additions
to the fleet will give us access to places
which we couldn’t get to before.’ 

Michelle will be among the Simply Fitted Look collections on show
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PREVIEW
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Serene
Furnishings
will be
showing a
selection of its
recently
launched faux
leather
bedstead and
sofabed
collections.
‘Since we
released the
faux leather brochure
a few weeks ago we’ve
been inundated by retailers,’
says Tasleem Tasab, Serene
creative director.
The collection has been created with
the consumer in mind. Along with
bedsteads and headboards it includes
sofabeds – Pavia and Venice.
‘We have employed click-clack
technology to produce a robust sleep
platform when deployed, which results in
a truly comfortable double guest bed,’
says Tasab.
The click-clack system in the backrest
allows for three positions: upright, semi
or fully reclined which coupled with
additional
support legs
ensures a
stable, yet
adjustable,
sleep surface.
‘We placed
huge energy and
thought into styling
Pavia and Venice, so
they would be valued additions to the
theme of any living space, in any
sized home – they simply
don’t look like sofabeds until
they are deployed. Additional sleep
space for guests needn’t come at a
premium; it’s about versatile use of the
room you have and functional, chic
design,’ he says.
Of the
bedsteads,
Castello is an
early
favourite,
according to Tasab.
‘Available in cream, chocolate brown
and black soft faux leather, this charming
bedstead looks stunning with its
beautifully finished wooden legs and
overstated head.’

Interiors Monthly December 2010

Castello is available in
three colours

Pavia (above) and Venice sofabeds
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To become a
Siesta bed
stockist call
0121 773 9969
www.siestabeds.co.uk
Nationwide Weekly Delivery

POCKET

FLORENCE

FLEX

ALOE VERA

CARNARVON

VISCO

FLEX

SOFT

FLEX

BUCKINGHAM

SPRUNG

FLEX

CARDIFF
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Heimtextil

PREVIEW

Rational thrills
The 2011/12 Heimtextil Trend Reconnect combines inspiring, thrilling and sensual textiles with the rational, and
reflect a new functionality, value-awareness and sustainability: Sobriety, Mix Mash, Utility and Wilderness. The four
Reconnect directions refer to nature and roots in Sobriety and to culture, identity and tradition in Mix Mash. Utility
recommits to real values and the art of craftsmanship and Wilderness to the essential, functional and everyday.

Wolf Cot by
Hakan Strotz

WILDERNESS
Wilderness is back to where we came from. The world we live in
is high-tech and consumption-controlled; confidence in
governments, economic structure and energy supplies has
been shattered. So consumers are striving for more self-reliance
and want to achieve an ultra-sustainable lifestyle. To achieve
this, some are breaking free of their normal way of life in a
radical way and adopting the Wilderness lifestyle, which means
being at one with nature.
A new interest in crafts from the past, including milling and
wicker-weaving are evolving. People are looking for distinctive
individualistic features marked by imperfection not perfection.
A new organic look is being created which nature captures in all
its forms, characteristics and materials.
Primitive Raw paves the way for a new interest in simple
shapes and manufacturing. Nature’s Harvest describes an
unbridled ecological aestheticism and wild, natural shapes
created from untreated materials. Folk Tales shows the efforts
made by a new generation of designers to transfer forgotten
skills and craftsmanship into the modern era, aiming to create a
meaningful link between local and the global. Untamed Nature
makes clear how nature is treated rather than processed. Design
is inspired by a revival of the craftsmanship from a bygone era.
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SOBRIETY
Sobriety is a return to the essential and traditional. The trend
theme shows where short-lived, seasonal trends end and
consistent value begins.
The background to this change in consumer behaviour is
that, in recent years, consumers have built on an ethical selfimage, concrete quality and service demands which they want
to maintain, even in difficult financial times.
Consumer behaviour may have changed but standards have
not. The new consumer landscape is characterised by quality,
longevity, sustainability and significance. In this context, a new
generation of designers is researching forgotten skills and
traditional craftsmanship is making a comeback. This goes hand
in hand with a growing desire by consumers to find out more
about manufacturing and manufacturers.
The Serenity trend characteristic makes it clear that
consumers are re-evaluating
their lifestyle and looking for
products to build emotional
attachment with. New
School reinterprets the
classic design of the 1950s,
while Classic Modernity
reflects a style which
symbolises honesty, quality
and consistency, evoking
nostalgia and authenticity.
Minimal Luxury satisfies the
need for pure, clean, simple
designs and symbolises a
charming, timeless look.

Doubleface
by Florian
Hauswirth
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PREVIEW

MIX MASH
Mix Mash combines the high-tech with craftsmanship, new with
old – mix and match is what’s happening.
Mix Mash clearly shows how tradition is being turned on its
head and stylised ethnic influences from all over the world
meet with novel patterns, prints and fabrics. But Mix Mash also
stands for a combination of global know-how and local
production techniques. The
emotional strength and
tradition of craftsmanship,
coupled with innovation and
efficient functionality, symbolise
the successful juxtapositioning of
high-tech and craftsmanship.
The Experimental trend facet
shows how unconventional
brushstrokes, expressive, artistic designs
and graphics generate energy and
dynamism. The chaotic aesthetic of
Cultural Hybrid is decadent and poetic at
the same time. It blends cultural heritage
with local craftsmanship and nostalgia.
Technicraft, a mixture of heritage and
modernity, examines the synthesis
between technology and
craftsmanship, innovation and tradition.
High-tech and low-tech come together in
the multi-layering of kitschy trash and valuables, which Treasure
and Trash elucidates.

12-15 January 2011, Frankfurt, www.heimtextil.messefrankfurt.com

Shopping bag by
Oscar Diaz Studio

Consumer society has changed – Utility invites you use
it. The global financial crisis, natural catastrophes, a
surfeit of products and information are causing people
to pause to think about and reflect on their lifestyle.
A decisive factor in purchasing decisions is the
consideration about what is really important –
consumers are sick of design for design’s sake.
Utility stands for simplicity, accessibility and an
invitation to use. Products marketed aggressively in
glossy brochures are being replaced by the untreated
and fundamental.
Designed for every day use, Utility products give
greater meaning to their relationship with the user and
suggest a longer lifespan. The pure, modest and
unadorned are celebrated.
The trend feature Makeshift shows how
designers extol the mantra of simplicity, by
adopting a ‘no waste, no demand’ approach.
Industrial Accents is where simple, honest
textile techniques convey a feeling of
reassuring comfort.
Workwear stands for products which
indicate stable values. Authentic, timeless
objects create a hint of nostalgia, a feeling for
heritage and for the hand-crafted. For Utility
Lux designers have taken their inspiration
from standardised industry and commercial
fitments to create a refined look.

Heimtextil

UTILITY

Concreta chair by Rodrigo Almeida

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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Domotex

PREVIEW

Additional decors are to be introduced for Magnitude and Tradition Elegant (top right)

All the
fun on
the floor
Hannover will be the home
of all that is new in flooring
From 15-18 January Hannover will again be the
centre of the flooring world as Domotex hosts more
than 1,400 exhibitors. So what can you expect to
see?
Balterio will introduce Impressio, a collection of
1,263mm x 244mm wide planks. It will be available
in six decors – five of which will be new – with the
company’s V-Groove on the long side of the 8mm
thick planks.
Stretto is a collection of narrow planks measuring
1,263mm x 134mm and is available in 12
contemporary decors with the V-Groove on all sides.
Magnitude will see four decors introduced,
increasing the total to 12, while six decors will be
added to Tradition Elegant, giving a total of 13.
The company, which recently began selling
through Carpetright, will also show off its updated
website which now allows consumers to search for
local stockists by postcode. The search results are
emailed to the consumer, allowing Balterio to gather
their data, if the consumer opts in, for future
marketing.
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Domotex

PREVIEW

Left: Balta will update
its Stainsafe offering
Below: F Ball will
highlight its online
resources
Bottom: Associated
Weavers will introduce
several ranges

Balta will celebrate the 25th anniversary of Gala
with a promotion and its latest recolouring. Gala
Design is a textured loop version of Gala with six
colours and two designs.
Sandringham Wilton will succeed the Wellington
Wilton, but with an extra colour available in the
designs thanks to it being a six frame wilton.
Moonlight is a bedroom range with a dozen
bright colours while Favourite Stripes is a collection
of mainly natural shades as the company sees
demand for stripes go beyond stairs.
The show will also see the introduction of the
Shetland and Shetland Design wool berbers and the
Heartbreaker shaggy with polyester fibre while
Desert Twist and Stainsafe Imperial will be
recoloured.
F Ball will use Domotex to launch the 2011 multiformat edition of its Recommended Adhesives
Guide, containing 5,500 adhesive recommendations
for floorcoverings from some 200 leading
international manufacturers. The firm’s website
offers two versions: a live database that is updated
throughout the year, and a downloadable and
interactive PDF that enables users to search the live
database as well as link to supporting specification
material. The firm is also exploring the addition of
smart phone applications.
It will also show off its latest online features
including its specifier support website, which
contains specialist advice on dealing with common
flooring problems. Users can download product
selector charts and technical data sheets, browse
case studies and see recommended solutions and
products in action.
Associated Weavers will show the latest colours for
its Harvest Heathers and Tuftex Twist ranges
alongside New Mood, a new structure in seven
pastel shades which combines three yarn fibres,
bringing a new look and feel to carpet, says the
company.
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Door Mats from Rileys, Sri Lanka
Please see our range of Door mats at Stand G22 in Hall 5

Marketing - Haylex Limited
Contact person - Chrishan Mendis
Tel: +44 777 409 2184 Fax: +44 (0) 1732 362626
Email: haylexuk@hayleys.com Web: www.haylexuk.com

Ezifloors new comprehensive
range of pu underlays
Prima range – film faced unbranded product in a branded bag
Softstep range – film faced fully branded product in a branded bag
underlay

Superstep range – paper faced product fully branded in a branded bag

Softstep HD product – high density product suitable for all contract locations
HDContract 9

all Ezifloor products are available in a range of thicknesses and densities
• light and durable they are a serious alternative to heavier rubber underlays
• all have excellent thermal properties
• recyled and recyleable
• environmentally friendly
• fitter friendly
THE ONLY TRULY
INDEPENDENT BRITISH
PU UNDERLAY
MANUFACTURER

available from all major flooring distributors throughout the UK

direct all enquiries to: info@ezifloor.co.uk
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imm Cologne

PREVIEW

FAST FACTS
imm Cologne + LivingKitchen
17- 23 January 2011
17 January – VIP preview day
18-20 – trade days
21-23 – public days
More than 1,000 exhibitors covering
all product categories, including the
launch of Pure Textile and
LivingKitchen
www.imm-cologne.com

Trend setter
There is even more to see at imm Cologne
In 2011 imm Cologne promises an even
more comprehensive offering of things
interiors with the addition of the Pure
Textile and LivingKitchen exhibitions.
As the first major furniture trade
exhibition of the year, imm Cologne can
set the tone for the rest of 2011.
Building on the introduction of the
Pure Village concept this year
showcasing prestigious design brands
from all areas of interior design, Pure
Textile will host lighting and flooring
collections in Hall 11.1, further reflecting
the coordination of product sectors.
In addition to their products on their
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own stands, Chivasso, Création Baumann,
Christian Fischbacher, JAB Anstoetz,
Kinnasand, Nya Nordiska, Sahco,
Wellmann and Zimmer & Rohde will
stage a joint show dedicated to the latest
trends in the textile industry.
LivingKitchen’s debut will see more
than 150 exhibitors showcasing the
spectrum of kitchen design, making it
the largest kitchen trade exhibition in
Germany. Alongside kitchen units,
exhibitors will display appliances, sinks,
taps and fittings, refined worktops,
lighting solutions and accessories.
‘LivingKitchen will, without doubt,

greatly strengthen the profile of the
industry in the biggest central European
market and give a huge boost to sales.
I’m also convinced we’ve laid the
foundations to make LivingKitchen the
most important platform for kitchen
design in the world,’ says Gerald Böse,
Kolnmesse ceo.
Also at the event is the D3 Design
Talents initiative that gives young
designers a stage for visionary and
provocative offerings. But it is not just a
trends barometer, it’s also a springboard
for the careers of young designers, many
of whom have been headhunted at the
event by top firms. D3 Design Talents
comprises three events: D3 Contest , D3
Professionals and D3 Schools.
Students and graduates from design
schools take part in the international D3
Contest. Of around 30 designs shown,
three will win an interior innovation
award and prize money.
In the D3 Professionals area,
independent young designers and
design studios show off their creations.
D3 Schools is the forum for academic
institutions with a focus on product
design, interior design or architecture.
The schools will demonstrate the
students’ ideas and design talent.
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BUYING GROUPS

Pergo has recently become a group supplier

The group promotes members directly to consumers

Recipe for
independence
Being a member of a buying group
doesn’t mean retailers have to give up
their independence
Many retailers have the wrong idea about being a member of a
buying group, imagining that they will have to do what the
group says and possibly lose out financially.
But that is not the case, says David Kipping, Metro chief
executive. ‘We offer a selection of ingredients that they may find
useful, but it is entirely up to them how they use, or choose not
to use, those ingredients.’
Kipping says many independent retailers are reluctant to join
a buying group as they fear losing pricing rates they have
negotiated individually with suppliers.
‘A lot of independent retailers think that they are getting the
best prices and are surprised to see the prices we can achieve
thanks to our buying power,’ he says.
He cites the example of one retailer that could save £25,000 a
year on buying from just one supplier by joining Metro. This is
partly achieved by ensuring members pay their invoices on
time – they are billed directly by the suppliers.
‘We’ve had to turn down some potential members as we
jealously guard our credit rating with suppliers and ensure
suppliers are paid on time so we achieve the best rates,’ says
Kipping.
One supplier that has recently joined the group’s rebate
scheme is underlay manufacturer Interfloor. With virtually all of
the group’s members stocking Interfloor products, this is likely
to see large increases in sales of products that qualify under the
scheme, thus increasing the rate of rebate members earn.
‘We really want to support the core of our suppliers and as
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Retailers may be surprised at negotiated prices

most products are covered, new suppliers aren’t added very
often. One that was has been Pergo, which was added to the
rebate scheme in the summer and since then has enjoyed a
significant increase in sales,’ says Kipping. ‘Membership can also
open doors to suppliers who the retailer doesn’t have an
account with as all suppliers have to supply all members.’
Eight retailers have joined Metro in recent months and more
are expected to sign up after enquiries retailers made at the
recent Harrogate Flooring Show are processed, and thanks to a
simplified application process.
Members will also be able to attend the Cranmore Park
exhibition in May, held with Flooring One, SMG and BRM.
The group is also looking to promote its members directly to
consumers. It has a 20-page interior design guide that when
downloaded by a consumer their details are added to the
mailing list so will receive information on new ranges and
offers, and where to buy the highlighted ranges.
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BUYING GROUPS
SMG offers various
facilities but it is up to
members to decide what
they use, such as a low
cost website design
service

SMG
‘We are maintaining the
concept of supporting UK
manufacturers as a group’
For a market that is estimated to be down by about a fifth to
have increased sales during the year is no mean achievement,
but this is what SMG has managed.
‘Turnover is up slightly on 2009, including up 12% with our
largest supplier. Members have thought more about what they
are selling and looked more at products from the group and
ordered more as they are looking for better deals,’ says Chris
Moffat, SMG chief executive.
This has seen carpet sales increase at the expense of wood
and laminate while vinyl has been stable.
The group now has 320 members, with retailers joining
throughout the year, and more due to come on board in the
next few months.
Moffat is keen to stress that it is the members who decide
what facilities they wish to use. ‘It’s not as if they are branch
managers and we tell them what to do – they are independent
retailers and it is they who decide what they want to do.’
Since its foundation, backing British suppliers has been at the
core of SMG’s approach, and it is one that Moffat says is
increasingly successful.
‘We are maintaining the concept of supporting UK
manufacturers as a group. Most UK firms have a sales force here,
unlike most European firms, and it is those companies that
retailers rely on. Retailers like a long-term relationship with
suppliers,’ he says.
While the past year has seen the group consolidate what it
does best, it is currently developing an eco collection with
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various manufacturers as it looks to take advantage of what
Moffat predicts will be a major sales opportunity in the next few
months.
It has also developed a website design facility allowing
members to easily create a website and an IT support system at
significantly lower cost than using an external agency. SMG’s IT
consultant can sort out IT problems remotely for a low flat fee.
SMG has been a major force behind the creation of the
Cranmore Park exhibition next May, which will see SMG, Metro,
BRM and Flooring One members visit the groups’ suppliers from
18-19 May.
‘This a major element of support for retailers by introducing
the extra days to the buying group show,’ says Moffat. 
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BUYING GROUPS

Greendale offers
more than 100
ranges to members

GREENDALE
Central buying
gives better
deals which are
passed on to the
members
For Greendale’s members, their independence is paramount,
says Rob Harding, Greendale chief executive.
‘Independent retailers are a major part of the industry and
are likely to remain so. As the group is owned by the members
everything we offer is for their benefit, but it is their choice as to
what products and services – which includes all the bssa
facilities – they use.’
As buying is done through the group, potential members are
vetted to make sure the group isn’t left with their bills.
‘Central buying gives better deals which are passed on to the
members and as the group is owned by the members, everyone
gets the same offer,’ he says.
This includes access to European manufacturers that only sell
carpet by the roll, thanks to its Hereford warehouse and carpet
cutting facility.
‘We offer more than 100 ranges and try to look for suppliers
that have something a little different,’ says Harding.
The group’s deliveries are undertaken by Victoria Carpets,
with most members receiving two deliveries a week.
And Harding points out another advantage of having its own
warehouse: ‘As products are inspected when they leave the
warehouse they are getting two inspections to make sure the
product is fault free.
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‘We have a team of seven merchandisers across the country
that visit retailers at least twice a year, which means they are
getting more contact with the group. And the merchandisers
can help resolve any dispute involving a group product and the
consumer.’
Greendale has recently added training videos online as part
of its efforts to improve information given to members.
After an absence of two years, the group is considering
reinstating its annual exhibition in 2011, an event that about
90% of members attended previously.
‘As befits the most upmarket group, we have differentiated
upmarket premium priced ranges for the more discerning
carpet purchaser who tends to shop in our members’ stores.
Backed by dedicated in-store support material, this has enabled
members to target larger higher margin orders from older, more
affluent customers who remain a key consumer group,’ he says.
Greendale offers members geographic exclusivity and
tailored individual support. Harding says this, combined with
the products available, means the group consistently
outperforms the market.
‘We continue to seek new members in areas which are not
covered and can offer them a potent mix of geographic,
product and brand differentiation,’ he adds.
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RUGS

Fifty inspiring years
Asiatic Carpets’ founder started out selling rugs from his van
and 50 years on that drive for delivering quality continues

The newlyweds

Finchley 6764

Asiatic specialised in Indian goods such as Super Kings

In the 1990s Asiatic became well-known for full cut rugs

The Chinese joint-venture
was established in 1995

In 1960, aged 27, Soli Kelaty had the bright idea of asking his
wife Leah to lend him £50 (about £2,100 today) to get his new
business idea off the ground. They had married earlier that year
after she arrived in London from Bombay where they had met
and courted as teenagers.
As the son of an Iranian carpet merchant, carpets were in his
blood and he decided to follow in his father’s footsteps. With
the £50 Asiatic Carpet Company was created in the garden shed
of their Finchley, north London home. Not having a warehouse
for storage, he drove around the country with the goods in his
Bedford van to sell to shops.
In 1962 Kelaty bought the first warehouse for the company in
Cornwall Avenue, Finchley. The business began to grow and a
wide range of products were sold including goatskin (stitched
and lined by hand at home by him and Leah and others) as well
as Indian, Chinese, Persian and Turkish goods and Kashmiri silk.
By 1970 Kelaty had bought Asiatic’s second warehouse in
Stonebridge Park, Wembley. The trade was built around selling
on the road and at trade shows such as Brighton where he – as
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Investment in Egypt paid off

one of the two main salesmen – started to build up his
customer base.
He often travelled to Bhadohi and developed the Indian
Aubusson Royal quality and specialised in Indian goods such as
Super Kings, soon developing a reputation in India as one of the
major dealers. He was selling solid volumes at low margins and
the company was growing rapidly.
By 1978 the company had moved to its third home – Kentish
Town – and sales had hit £1m. The building was large and at
first Asiatic only operated from half of the ground floor, renting
out the rest of the space.
Kelaty was specialising mainly in Pakistani Bokhara becoming
one of the leading importers of the product both in the UK and
other export markets. Gradually it took more space in the
building and it was not long before Asiatic occupied all five
floors.
Kelaty’s daughter Sharon (now md), joined in 1985 and
concentrated mainly on sales while her father looked after
buying, and just a year later Asiatic exhibited at
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RUGS

in 1996
were resumed
Indian imports

1997 saw Asiatic’s Domotex debut

The Neasden warehouse
Asiatic continues to invest

Chara design
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Harrogate for the
first time.
Although Asiatic
had built up a
reputation as the
UK’s market leader
in Indian
Aubussons, in
1988 it made the
key strategic
move away from
Indian products
into Chinese
production. This
was because
Kelaty had
found a way to
exploit the new
Chinese
government
that allowed
Asiatic to buy
from China at
source for the
first time.

This led to Asiatic opening its Tianjin, China office in 1991
with Huang Jianghong. They set up an export company and
soon became recognised for the Chinese full cut rug and one of
only a handful of companies able to export under its own
control rather than the Chinese government.
Sales boomed from £2m in 1988 to more than £11m in
1993, and by 1995 sales of Chinese products accounted for
90% of all sales.
Ever keen for new things, Kelaty set up a joint-venture
factory in Tianjin, which would later become Asiatic’s
distribution centre.
Also in 1995, Asiatic made a shrewd strategic move into
complementary machine woven products, starting to trade with
Belgium and Israel, and introducing the Egyptian group Oriental
Weavers. Slowly Asiatic was moving away from China and more
traditional Oriental rugs to cater for more modern tastes. Heavy
investment in the Egyptian Gabbeh paid dividends as it soon
became one of the top trading qualities in the market, winning
several awards.
In 1996 Sharon resumed importing from India, this time with
more modern designs, and a year later Asiatic made its
Domotex debut. Her design background helped to inspire the
firm’s modern acrylic ranges and this was followed by the now
market leading Harlequin range, which helped to establish
Asiatic as the leader in Chinese modern acrylic.
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Collections were developed for the independent sector

of
Jeff Banks’ Port

Call collection

Asiatic’s sales team

On a roll, Asiatic made major developments to its sales team
with the recruitment of Jeremy Nichols from Allders, now sales
and marketing director; Steve Crooks, now UK national sales
manager, and salesmen to improve its national coverage.
Hand in hand with this, collections were developed for the
independent retail sector including Tibetan Daliana and Jeff
Banks’ Ports of Call. It also bought a warehouse in Neasden,
enabling it to better handle its own-label product and reinforce
its founder’s principle of low margin and high volume.
By 2003 Asiatic had an Indian office and relocated its China
office to the new Soho complex, a symbol of the new order in
China. A year later it debuted its first comprehensive catalogue
for modern acrylic and contemporary wool collections.
Forty-five years after he founded Asiatic, Kelaty passed away,
and to this day is deeply missed by all at the firm. However,
Asiatic continued to bring out leading products and invest in
infrastructure, so when the credit crunch began to take its toll
competitors began to fall by the wayside as only those with
creativity, innovation and efficiency survived.
‘After 50 years in the rug business, like all businesses, Asiatic
has seen things move on,’ says Sharon. ‘Once widespread
values of tradition, quality and longevity have been replaced
with a desire for fast moving fashion, impulse buying and
with retailers holding as little inventory as they can get
away with.’

Capella design

In 2010 Asiatic continues to increase stock cover for its
customers, striving to improve customer service and working
relentlessly in its product development.
‘Have things generally improved – or maybe we like to
think we might be doing things a little bit better than others,’
says Sharon.
‘Either way we cannot forget the real reasons behind our
success – our loyal customers, staff and associates without
whom we would not be where we are today.’
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ENTERTAINMENT

SUDOKO

CROSSWORD

Easy

Medium

Difficult
Answers can be found on p78
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ACROSS

DOWN

1 Diner orders
5 Capital of Norway
9 Closes
14 Corona fruit
15 Longstanding argument
16 Japanese gateway
17 River in central Europe
18 Defence group since 1949
19 Grant portrayer
20 Cluster
23 I could ___ horse!
24 Stimpy’s pal
25 Horse like animal, term of insult
28 Writing implements
31 Half of D
34 Clogs, eg
36 Before
37 Charles Lamb’s pen name
38 Obvious
42 Trim
43 Actor Linden
44 Cavalry weapon
45 RR stop
46 Capital of Ontario
49 Unit of corn
50 Paris possessive
51 Main Hawaiian island
53 Make lurid (US)
60 The youngest son
61 Comic Foxx
62 Difficult journey
63 Hearth
64 Della’s creator
65 Got up
66 Designer Simpson
67 Appear
68 Plays are divided up into these

1 Coalition
2 Italian resort
3 Revenuers, for short
4 Twill weave fabric
5 Important
6 Sailor
7 Stringed instrument
8 Smell or fragrance
9 Declares
10 Silk dye
11 Tuscan river
12 Mortgage
13 Title of a knight
21 Pass into disuse
22 Senator Specter
25 Orgs
26 Article of bedding
27 Gannet
29 Big fiddle?
30 Polynesian sky godess
31 Doppelganger
32 About
33 Stratum
35 Baby newt
37 JFK posting
39 Language with click consonants
40 Average
41 Luau greeting
46 Exam taker
47 Dried strip of egg dough
48 One behind the other
50 Fishhook line
52 Extremist
53 Quartz grains
54 Boundary, WWE wrestler
55 Very, in Versailles
56 Able was ___...
57 Camaro model
58 Gusto
59 Supplements, with ‘out’
60 The Company
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SALES REPRESENTATIVES REQUIRED
Large accent furniture manufacturer in China looking for highly motivated
independent sales representatives to cover European market.
The company has been in business for over 15 years, selling to every major
retailer in the US, Canada and Mexico and is looking to continue its growth in the
UK & European market.
Solely owned, the company sells directly to the customer without any agent or
middle-man.
All accent products are manufactured in-house in our 5million sq ft factory in
China. Core products being ottomans, benches, seating, bar stools stools, dining
and accent furniture.
All our products are fully compliant with UK & European regulations.
This position can be managed alongside any existing contracts the successful
applicants currently have.
Ideally the successful candidates will have a strong depth of knowledge in the
following areas
x UK & European Accent/Occasional furniture markets
x Existing relationships with major retailers in the UK & Europe
In the first instance please send your CV to nickw@kinfine.com
Alternatively call Nick on 0770 2874975
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FINAL POLISH
Trying to help
Book of truth?
It’s safe to say that Ikea founder Ingvar Kamprad
wont be having Johan Stenebo’s The Truth About
Ikea on his Christmas wish list.
In the book, Stenebo, who worked in senior
positions at the chain for two decades, describes
Kamprad as a dictatorial genius who has created
an image of himself as a nice warm old man. But
he says old-fashioned values are holding back
women and people with different ethnic
backgrounds from climbing the Ikea hierarchy.
‘It’s time for Ikea to air out its values. They
have gone sour,’ Stenebo told Swedish TV
channel TV4. ‘This is not an exaggeration. It’s
very sad and I’m worried about Ikea’s survival.’
He also claims Kamprad’s three sons, who have senior roles at the chain, are
only there due to nepotism. ‘They are incapable of working as company
executives. To run a company this big takes some very special skills that these
three don’t have. They got their jobs just because they are sons of Ingvar
Kamprad. There are no doubts about that.’

Bensons for Beds marked the launch of
its two-year sponsorship of rugby league
team Warrington Wolves with a bed push
through the town. Soldiers from the First
Mercian Regiment pushed Wolves’
players Chris Riley and Richie Myler from
Benson’s Warrington branch to the
Halliwell Jones Stadium.
Every Super League victory next
season will see the bed chain donate
£1,000 between Help for Heroes and The
Wolves Charitable Foundation charities.
Dave Hutchinson, Warrington Wolves
sales and marketing controller says that
as well as being a valuable part of the
team for the next two years, Bensons’

Crisis card
The Furnishing Industry Trust (FIT) has
issued emergency contact cards so that
the charity’s details are readily available
in a time of crisis and is asking retailers
and manufacturers to distribute them
with wage slips.
‘We want to work more closely with
the employers of the industry to help
educate and inform those who work or
have worked in the furniture sector of
the support we provide,’ says Charles
Kerrigan, FIT chief executive.
As the industry’s only dedicated
charity, FIT provides one-off grants for
those in a crisis. It also provides grants
for those in desperate need of a holiday
or a UK respite break and supports many
other people with weekly allowances.
The charity received £6,500 from the
recent Barker & Stonehouse annual golf
day, which attracted 72 golfers at the
Catterick Golf Club event.

Warrington Wolves stars Chris Riley and Richie
Myler are pushed on a Bensons for Beds’ bed by
soldiers from the First Mercian Regiment

Lost in translation: You’ll never be able to
look at flatpack furniture in the same way
again. American designer Joe Doucet has
embraced flatpack and made screw-on legs
the centrepiece of his new Whyte Label
collection. ‘ScrewTop, proudly displaying its
construction as a design feature, takes the
idea of self-assembly and elevates it to a
fetish,’ proclaims the release. Divided by a
common language…

Entertainment answers

Easy
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Difficult

charity pledge will benefit the
Warrington community through its
charitable foundation and assist the
forces in conflict situations.
‘Based on last season this would
equate to £10,000 for each charity… let’s
hope it’s more in 2011,’ he says.
Simon Williams, Bensons head of
marketing, says: ‘We wanted our
sponsorship to be more than simply
putting our brand on the front of the
Wolves shirts. Our pledge to charity
demonstrates our commitment to
helping some great causes in the local
community and to supporting our
injured servicemen and women.’
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